
In their house were mirrors everywhere.  Long panes, never cleaned, 
clouding the reflection of every room.  Frames of pressed fiber board 
moulding accumulated over the years show the changes in nationally 
available home fashions.  

I don’t know how they design the frames. Speckled paint or high gloss 
easy to clean white.  One was a smooth bevel of plastic glossy polysty-
rene imitation formica, if that’s a thing, tapped into place with a wire 
nail.  

Its the way I remember seeing everyone. Changing the perspective, 
changing the way I registered light.  Seeing a great black cat pushing 
face into cardboard boxes, open windows, unable to focus on every-
thing so it’s just a washed out blinding wall.

We laid around, getting wet in the rain, dirty from finding food, and 
strip down to our boxers and do nothing.  Just look at each other.  
Conversations happened but we had got used to just being in the 
same room.

Tight red fabric hairband on my wrist placed for safe keeping.

Wire frame shelves, stacked with white plastic circular elbow joints 
nearly cleared of contents.  Nothing ever seemed to belong on them 
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mate had.  Everything at waist height is covered in useful items.  She 
would stand around and say things like, “You guys are assholes. How 
do you think your girlfriends would like it if they knew you were 
doing this? Fucking sickos.” The floor holds gift items, a large stuffed 
rabbit, a friends shoe that looked fun.  Clothes, not dirty enough to 
get into the hamper.

She looks down, adjusts some of things as if to hide them, before 
noticing that we are looking.

This is the cutest girl i’ve ever seen... 

Acrylic blankets, made in some kind of printer, makes out a picture in 
hazy curls of fiber.  Shared blankets and towels traveled amongst ev-
eryone after a collective trip to the family thrift.  Ugly knits, laid out.  
Flannel topsheets laying over sleeping bags, zippers touching skin.  

I was always kind of trying to make my RV seem a little more home-
like, thinking that I could make a better life for myself outside of the 
hive of these apartments than I could inside them.

Saw two homeless camps this weekend, one had the smell of wild 
humans and it left scattered elements for 30 feet in all directions.  
The other had a row of thin men who had taken clean two wheeled 
trash bins from the city for their personal items, which gave them the 
ability to direct a uniformly tight bedroom display of twin mattresses 
fitted between overpass pillars.  Each unit held a collection of canned 
goods which were shelved in rows by item.  Additional clothes and 
accessories in the green bins.  There was a mirror on a hill which they 
seemed to be sharing, as it was alone and well maintained, but from 
the perspective of the camp the mirror showed nothing.

I see the same Ikea curtains I owned everywhere.

until they would clean up, dumping things from floor to unit, but 
never making it the one place for socks or anything.  Plastic electric 
sockets clash with everything.

Wicker basket wall decorations, paper bags, and sticker paper decora-
tion in the cupboards.  There is no cheese, or frozen meals. 

“…were you talking to?”

Bathroom towel hanging off the handle of the stove.  

Two mirrors in the kitchen, one long mirror hung sideways, one 
small one hung behind the stove as a sort of reference to back splash-
es. 

Jokes about recipes that are not funny, made while seriously thinking 
about opening cans and combining.  Not funny example: a creamed-
corn tuna-noodle thing reminiscent of my mother.  

Four dark wood chairs with tight wove seats embedded, all match.  
Souvenir beaded shell necklaces abandoned here for the last three 
weeks hang on one of the chair backs. Left there like they could be 
worn everyday.  I remember putting one on, in the winter, with the 
heat on, and taking my shirt off, and the way the beads touched my 
skin.

Bikes hanging from hooks, maintained regularly.  Books everywhere.

Red edged mirror, no frame really, just a slide-in safety bumper with 
a clear bear-claw style hangers which pin it to the closet door.  Vans 
warp tour stickers in duplicate. Rollers roll open the closed folding 
like a shut book; open it points the mirror towards the south. I dont 
know if you will like it, kinda an awkward stance. Closed the mirror 
pointed west, towards the window.

Faux victorian furniture’s were popular at target recently, and I 
couldn’t exactly tell if they were identical to the ones the older room 


